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1 Executive Summary 
 

Advance Property eXposure (APX), an Ottawa-based software company, is currently developing a location 
awareness software solution platform called Smart U-Link™ and launched its first product called Building Tactical 
Information System (BTIS). This BTIS solution provides first responders with the necessary building information 
needed to effectively and efficiently respond to any building emergency. Currently, first responders reach 
emergency scenes with minimal information about the emergency building. Upon arrival, they use common sense 
to gather information. They also search for building information in the Building Safety Plan (BSP) (when available) 
and might ask witnesses, residents, and building staff. However, these are time-consuming processes that could 
be misleading and – in some occasions - fatal. BTIS leverages the Information and Communications Technology 
(ICT) tools that first responders currently have to access, select, share, and display building information. Built on an 
intuitive, flexible, secure, and scalable architecture, BTIS blends smoothly with the standard operational 
procedures of first responders. 

 
The success of BTIS depends on its ability to bridge the information gap that first responders currently have, 

to give first responders measurable enhancement to their operational efficiency and effectiveness, to abide by the 
privacy and security practices of first responders, and to be forward compatible. Moreover, BTIS should be 
causing minimal changes to the operational procedures of first responders’ groups. This project has studied these 
all of requirements and prepared this Statement of Operational Requirements (SOR). 

 
This document reviews existing practices used by different first responders’ groups to obtain building 

information. It also looks at alternative technological solutions and research efforts. Recent trends in ICT that 
affect the architecture of BTIS are then discussed, namely wireless broadband communications, smart mobile 
devices, and cloud computing. In addition, it looks at the state of digital literacy, the concept of smart cities, and 
progressive enhancement design philosophy. The interplay between these six factors promotes a particular 
solution architecture. Components of this architecture are thoroughly discussed, their roles, their specifications 
and requirements. These are discussed in the context of regulatory standards and industrial best practices. 

 
The architecture consists of three components, a building information database, a web application, and a 

mobile application. The 9-1-1 dispatcher pulls building information from the database using the software and 
pushes it to the mobile application installed on the smart mobile devices carried by the emergency response 
team. Security (physical and cyber) requirements of these three components is discussed. The software and 
mobile applications specifications are also thoroughly discussed in the context of recent research from the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and the Association of Public-Safety Communications 
Officials (APCO). 
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2 Background 
 

Emergency management is the creation and execution of plans through which communities reduce 
vulnerability to hazards and cope with disasters. Emergency management consists of five phases, prevention 
(preplanning), mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery [1] [2]. While these five phases take place over 
different scales of time, the timeliness of the response phase is the most critical one. Whether the emergency is a 
building fire, a multivehicle accident, an active shooter, or any sort of emergency, the response team needs to 
assess the emergency, prepare a response plan, and start executing as fast as possible. The role of emergency 
response is chartered to first responders. These are the individuals who, in the early stages of an emergency 
incident, are responsible for the protection and preservation of life, property, evidence, and the environment [3]. As 
such, the term first responder encompasses law-enforcement agencies (police), firefighters, and paramedics. In a 
federal state like Canada, emergency response is handled at three distinct but overlapping levels, municipal level, 
provincial level, and federal level. 

 
Information and Communications Technologies (ICT) and wireless broadband networks are increasingly 

playing a key role in emergency response. An emergency incident is reported to the Public Safety Answering 
Point (PSAP) using landline or mobile phones. An incident report is immediately prepared and sent to the 
appropriate response team closest to the incident location. The response team receives this report orally over radio 
and in electronic format through the Mobile Data Terminals (MDTs) mounted/installed in their vehicles (police cars, 
ambulances, and fire trucks). These computing devices have wireless communications capabilities that allow the 
response team to receive incident reports en route and to seek additional information. 

 
Currently, first responders reach an incident scene with very little building information. Unknown information 

about entrances and exits, building occupancy, building use, floor plans, hazardous materials, utilities shutoffs, 
etc. To prepare a response plan, first responders start collecting this information from witnesses, building staff, 
residents, and any available source of information. Intuitively, this process consumes a precious amount of time 
and only leads to partially credible information. In addition, this process cannot be used in certain emergencies 
like active shooter incidents. This type of incidents tends to be fast-paced and short-lived. In fact, most active 
shooter incidents last for less than twelve minutes while 37% last for less than five minutes. A staggering 43% of 
these incidents end even before the police arrives [4]. The best response plan to such fast-paced incidents is 
Immediate Action Rapid Deployment (IARD) [5]. Using this response strategy, police officers bypass the planning 
stage and immediately search and engage the shooter. In a small venue, this might be an effective strategy. 
However, since most active shootings take place in large public venues, like campuses, schools, and shopping 
centers, searching for the perpetrator without prior building information may jeopardize the lives of the response 
team as well as increase the search time. 

 

Changes in construction materials and buildings’ designs have also changed fire behavior and created more 
challenging firegrounds [6]. Firefighters are currently witnessing fire flashovers in less than 10 minutes after the fire 
starts, compared to the 20 or 30 minutes that were typical twenty years ago. This short period is giving firefighters 
almost no time to gather building information. Heightened urbanization, increased dependence on critical 
infrastructure (public transportation, airports, power plants, etc.) are all factors that are pushing first responders to 
embrace new technologies that can enhance their operational efficiency and effectiveness. Solutions that have 
high Return on Investment (ROI). This document solicits the operational requirements of one such solution, called 
Building Tactical Information System (BTIS). 

 
This solution gives first responders access to building information over wireless broadband networks. First 

responders will soon be equipped with smart mobile devices as they are moving towards public safety broadband 
networks. BTIS capitalizes on this by delivering building information to the smart mobile devices of the response 
team. BTIS is designed to leverage existing technologies to give first responders access to much-needed 
information. It requires little changes to the operational procedures of first responders. 
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3 Objective 
 

This document is a Statement of Operational Requirements (SOR) prepared to solicit the operational 
requirements that BTIS should have. As such, this document is written from a user’s perspective, i.e., first 
responder’s perspective, to specify the operational requirements and a concept of operations [7] [8]. Hence, this 
document does not describe the operational capabilities that BTIS has; it describes the operational requirements 
that BTIS should have in order to help first responders improve their response efficiency and effectiveness in 
measurable ways. This document will be useful to three parties, the Canadian first responders’ community, the 
software company (i.e., APX), and the research team. The Canadian first responders’ community is moving 
towards a unified wireless communications network using fourth generation (4G) mobile technology. This will 
create a market for new software solutions. The community should take steps to communicate its needs to 
potential software developers, like APX. Hence, maximizing its ROI and paving the way for true interoperability. On 
the other hand, this study will help APX shape its software solution, the BTIS, to meet the needs of first 
responders. Meeting the operational requirements developed in this document will also help APX promote its 
product. Finally, the research team will have a unique opportunity understanding the technological needs of the 
Canadian first responders’ community. This knowledge will be helpful in shaping new research projects and 
training new high quality personnel. 

 
4 Scope and Limitations 

 
This document studies the operational requirements of BTIS. It identifies the capabilities gap that first 

responders currently have when trying to obtain building information. It solicits the operational requirements that 
BTIS should have in light of the operational procedures of first responders. Moreover, this document surveys recent 
technology trends that should be considered when designing BTIS. Based on these trends, this document 
suggests a generic solution architecture. 

 
This document is not a user manual for BTIS. It does not specify any development or programming 

strategies. It only gives recommendations on what BTIS should be able to do. 
 

The term “Building Tactical Information System” was first used by the National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST) in their work on building information [9]. However, they have not used the abbreviation BTIS. 
APX has used BTIS to name their software product. To avoid confusion while being consistent with NIST’s 
terminology, the rest of this document will use BTIS to refer to a generic software solution that delivers building 
information to first responders en route to an emergency, not the one developed by APX. 

 
5 Building Information 

 
Responding to an emergency is the most time-critical phase in emergency management. Significant losses (in 

life, property, evidence, and the environment) could be avoided by swift response. An essential part of any 
response plan is situational awareness, which requires adequate location information especially for in-building 
emergencies, e.g. fires or active shooter incidents [10] [11]. What qualifies as useful building information varies 
widely depending on the building and the emergency. For instance, when responding to a building fire, firefighters 
need to know the occupancy of the building, the locations of the elevators, the stairs, the utilities shutoffs, and 
whether or not the building has any hazardous materials. On the other hand, during an active shooter incident, 
police officers will be looking for floor plans, stairs, elevators, entrances and exits, and building occupancy. In order 
to identify the information needs of the different first responders’ groups during buildings’ emergencies, NIST had 
conducted a workshop in 2004. In this workshop, representatives from different first responders’ groups have 
studied building information during a building fire. Each group has identified the information necessary for the 
success of their mission [12]. This information has been classified into static information and dynamic information. 
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Static information is building information that is available before an incident while dynamic information is 
information coming from real-time status of building system controllers and sensors, e.g. fire alarms, elevator 
location, occupancy sensors, etc. Information was also divided into en-route information and on-scene 
information. En route information is what first responders need to have before reaching the emergency scene. On 
the contrary, on-scene information is what first responders need to have after arrival. 

 
Intuitively, firefighters needed the largest amount of information. Before reaching the incident scene, they 

wanted to know building occupancy, building condition, building type and style, building and roof construction, 
hazardous material (if any), installed fire suppression systems (if any), location of nearest fire hydrants, location of 
fire department connections, history of the building, and routing information. These are all static information. 
Firefighters were also interested in a number of dynamic information. These are confidence that the emergency is 
real, approximate location of fire within the building, fire size and duration, estimated water flow based on fire size, 
assessment of fire hydrants to support this water flow, fire growth, presence of occupants in building, and 
exposure (i.e., nearby buildings that may become involved in the fire). Once they arrive to the emergency scene, 
firefighters are interested in another set of static information. These are location of Knox box (if any), locations of 
doors, windows, stairs, firewalls (with ratings and area separation), roof access, fire sensors, security sensors (if 
any), closed circuit TV cameras (if any), occupancy sensors (if any), security control room (if any), fire alarm panel 
and remote annunciator panels. In addition, they need utility shutoff, building generator (with indication of what it 
powers) (if any), building system controls (Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC), and smoke control), 
areas covered by system control, special operating systems (if any), and which ones should and should not be 
used by the responders. Moreover, they need information about persons with special needs (if any), areas of 
refuge, evacuation quality elevators, floors served, and location of elevator overrides and how to control it, 
convenience stairs/evacuation stairs, areas protected by sprinklers or other devices, potential building hazards 
that may require decontamination, vertical openings, extremely valuable materials, and contact number for 
building engineer. On-scene dynamic information is location of fire detectors in alarm, location of chemical, 
biological, and radiation sensors in alarm, location and size of fire, duration of the fire, location and condition of 
smoke, presence of smoke in elevator shafts or stairs, identification of activation of sprinklers or other devices. In 
addition, they need location of elevators used during incident, location of people in need of rescue, warnings of 
structural collapse based on material type, fire location, fire size and duration, location of operational elevators, 
alarm, occupant, and system histories of building. 

 
Unlike firefighters, paramedics needed a much smaller set of information. They need location of patient(s), 

quickest route in building to location, doors and stairs, elevators with elevator cars designated for ambulance 
stretchers, building hazards that may require patient decontamination, nature of medical emergency and estimate 
of need for patient transportation, and patient data including age, size, gender, allergies, and pre-existing medical 
problems. They also need to know hospital and helicopter availability. 

 
Finally, police officers needed building location with street designations, floor plans, location of Knox box, 

doors, windows and stairs, security alarm panel and remote annunciator panels. They also need utility shutoff, 
hazardous materials (and types), motion detectors, surveillance cameras, security office, security zones and door 
access point locations with type of security (key, card reader, biometric device, RFID reader, etc.), and contact 
information of the building manager and staff. In addition, they needed building occupancy, building type, and 
building style. 
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More importantly, all three groups needed this wealth of information displayed in a user-friendly and intuitive 
manner. Unfortunately, currently no technological solutions can gather, process, and display this large volume of 
information. In fact, just collecting the dynamic information in one place is an uphill battel because different building 
control and sensing systems have been develop independently using different proprietary technologies. In [13], 
NIST described the Building Information Services and Control System (BISACS), which they proposed earlier, to 
create a common ground for sharing building information and alert messages using a common language. While 
this system surmounts the technological challenge, its adoption raises new challenges. Who should install this 
system? What incentives do building monitoring and automation manufacturers have in order to accommodate 
this system in their designs? How can first responders monitor this process? Moreover, how will the information 
be shared with first responders? More importantly, how will first responders maintain the security (physical and 
cyber) of building information? 

 
Existing technologies and first responders’ operational procedures promote renouncing dynamic information 

and emphasizing on its static counterpart. In fact, static building information is already being collected – albeit in 
paper form – by fire departments during preplan phase. Some building managers also collect static building 
information when preparing Building Safety Plans (BSPs). Hence, providing first responders with static building 
information in a digital form, whether en route or on site is feasible. All information can be represented using 
images and text. Information can be collected during the preplanning stage and maintained in a secure database. 
Once an emergency happens, information can be retrieved and pushed to the response team in a unified manner. 
Hence, creating a common operating picture [14]. 

 
6 Capability Deficiency 

 
9-1-1 calls are received by skilled telecommunicators, also known as dispatchers, whose job is to gather as 

much information about the emergency and relay it to the appropriate response team. This could be police 
officers, firefighters, paramedics, or any combination thereof. To save time, dispatchers are trained to prepare 
incident reports while still talking to the 9-1-1 caller. These electronic reports can immediately be accessed by the 
response team through their MDTs. Unfortunately; dispatchers can only use text to express all the information 
obtained from the 9-1-1 call, including building information. For instance, the dispatcher may report that it is a 
multistory residential building or a school campus. However, no visual information can be provided to the response 
team. Upon arrival, the response team starts assessing the emergency and gathering information about the 
building. This information is essential to attain situational awareness and to prepare the proper response plan [10]. 
In the following, we look at how firefighters, police, and paramedics gather this information. 

 
6.1 Firefighters 

 
Location information is of paramount importance to firefighters. In a structure fire, fire crews arriving at the 

incident scene need to know the details of the structure before combating the fire. Evacuation plans, rescue 
efforts, and tasks scheduling are all dependent on building information. The Canadian National Fire Code (NFC) 
mandates that a wide range of buildings should have BSPs. A BSP is a file that has all building safety information. 
These include evacuation procedure, name and contact information of the building manager or supervisor, 
building type, installed fire suppression systems, location of the mechanical room, utilities shutoffs, fire department 
connections, nearest hydrants, floor plans, entrances and exits, etc. BSPs are required for buildings that have an 
assembly, care, treatment or detention occupancy, demolition and construction sites, storage areas, areas where 
flammable liquids or combustible liquids are stored or handled, and areas where hazardous processes or 
operations occur [15]. Upon arriving to the incident scene, firefighters rush to the BSP to get the information they 
need to prepare their response plans. 

 
The BSP approach raises multiple challenges. First, not all buildings have BSPs and not all BSPs are 

identical. The NFC gives guidance on preparing the BSP, so does the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 
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standard for pre-incident planning. In reality, every city creates its own preplanning sheet based on these 
standards [16]. Moreover, searching for particular information in a BSP is a time consuming process especially for 
renovated or repurposed buildings. Sometimes, BSPs are not adequately maintained and updated. Hence, 
causing extra delay when firefighters search for nonexistent information. 

Some fire departments maintain records of some building information inside their apparatuses. However, this 
is not a scalable approach. Moreover, searching for a particular building in a pile of files is a time consuming 
process. 

Responding to structure fires is unlike any other emergency response. Every second counts. Losses in life 
and property grow every minute. For this, fire departments follow very strict timelines when it comes to responding 
to structure fires. Figure 1 below shows the details of a typical response timeline [17]. Combustion time and call 
processing and dispatch times are beyond the control of the fire department. The turnout time, however, is under 
the control of the fire department. This is the time between receiving the notification from the dispatcher and 
leaving the fire station. NFPA 1710 limits this time to 80 seconds. The drive time can also be controlled by 
choosing the route and by choosing the closest fire station. However, this can be negatively affected by whether 
and traffic. The last stage before combating the fire is setup and assessment. This is the time that is currently 
spent by firefighters extracting information from the BSP. Firefighters also get information by using common 
sense, asking witnesses, building staff, and passersby. To protect the safety of firefighters, fire combat starts only 
after proper planning and scheduling of tasks, which can be a time consuming process [18] [19]. 

 

Figure 1: Fire department response timeline [17]. 

6.2 Law Enforcement (Police) 

Law enforcement officers serving a particular municipality spend most of their time in their police vehicles. A 
municipality is typically divided into sections and sections are divided into beats. When an emergency is reported, 
the police officers serving the corresponding beat are dispatched. Depending on the incident type and scale and 
on the availability of these officers, assistance can be sought from neighboring beats or from neighboring 
sections. 

Police officers move into incident scenes equipped only with information that was reported to the 9-1-1 call 
centre. Police officers have no building information. They only have a Geographic Information System (GIS) 
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installed on the MDTs in their vehicles. This software system gives them rich information about routes, distances, 
and traffic, but nothing about buildings. Hence, upon arrival, officers use common sense to find their way to the 
emergency. This can include asking witnesses, passersby, residents, and building staff. This works fine when the 
reported emergency has ended, but during an ongoing emergency, e.g., an active shooter, police cannot afford to 
waste valuable response time asking witnesses about building information. In fact, they need to have 
comprehensive building information in order to prepare response plans. Inaccurate or incomplete information 
during active shooter incidents has proven to be fatal [4]. This type of incidents is generally fast-paced with most 
incidents finishing within minutes. This urged police departments to create a special response tactic called IARD 
[5]. Using IARD, officers search for an engage the shooter immediately, hence, leaving no time to gather building 
information. 

 
6.3 Emergency Medical Services (Paramedics) 

 
Paramedics generally work under strict timelines as they are expected to save lives. Ambulances are 

dispatched from fire stations and from hospitals. Therefore, their drive time is probably the shortest out of the three 
first responders’ groups. Because medical incidents are generally related to individuals, it is likely that accurate 
location information are reported over a 9-1-1 call. However, paramedics can benefit from building information to 
find the best route, entrance, suite, etc. In fact, building information can be crucially important when paramedics 
respond to emergencies where firefighters and/or police are involved. Such incidents require close coordination 
between the different groups. For instance, during active shooter incidents, paramedics need to know the exact 
location of victims as well as the shooter before taking any actions [12]. 

 

6.4 Emergency Telecommunicators (Dispatchers) 
 

An emergency telecommunicator or a dispatcher1 is the person answering the 9-1-1 call, gathering 
information about the emergency incident and dispatching the appropriate response team. Most of the time, a 
dispatcher is neither a police officer nor a firefighter or a paramedic but a civilian trained to take emergency calls 
for service and to assign first response units. As such, telecommunicators possess a set of skills and personality 
traits that are unique to their profession and are not always shared by field officers, firefighters or paramedics. A 
must-have skill to all telecommunicators is an innate ability to multitask, i.e., simultaneously managing multiple 
incidents and sources of information while listening and accurately repeating complex information in a concise  
and efficient manner [20]. The duties of a telecommunicator also include answering requests from field officers, 
firefighters, and paramedics. These can include running warrant checks, license plates checks, and vehicles 
checks through the various information centers and databases, all while keeping first responders updated on 
ongoing emergencies and disseminating information effectively, quickly, and accurately. 

 
Dispatchers are trained to gather as much information from a 9-1-1 call as possible, especially location information. 
This information is then used to dispatch a response team. However, it is quite often that the 
9-1-1 caller is not fully aware of his surroundings probably because he is not familiar with the place or because it is 
dark. This causes a problem to 9-1-1 centers because it delays the response. Unfortunately, existing positioning 
technologies for wireless communications cannot give enough accuracy to remedy this situation [21]. Better results 
could be achieved if dispatchers have access to building information. This information could be used to gather 
accurate information from the 9-1-1 caller. This could also be useful when the dispatcher is offering some temporary 
help until the response team arrives. This can happen, for instance, during active shooter incidents. During these fast- 
paced incidents, desperate 9-1-1 callers seek any help they can get from dispatchers. When equipped with building 
information, dispatchers can give informed suggestions that can save lives. Moreover, they can accurately relay these 
suggestions to the response team. 

 

1 Throughout this document, these two terms will be used interchangeable 
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7 Related Work 

 
Over the past decade, the need to provide first responders with building information during emergencies has 

been recognized by a number of associations and institutions. The recommendations made by some of these 
entities have led to the development of a number of solutions, e.g., the Open Floor Plan Display Project in San 
Francisco. In the sequel, the main works in this domain are surveyed followed by a review of the main 
technological solutions. 

 

7.1 Research Efforts 
 

As was mentioned earlier, NIST has been a leader in this domain since 2004. Their primary focus was on 
leveraging building intelligence to give first responders access to building information. The findings of their 
seminal 2004 workshop on defining the information needs of first responders during buildings emergencies (see 
section 5) were extended in two directions. First, it has been included into the National Electrical Manufacturers 
Association (NEMA) Standards Publication SB 30-2005 entitled Fire Service Annunciator and Interface [22], which 
was subsequently adopted in the 2007 and 2010 versions of NFPA 72, the National Fire Alarm and Signaling 

Code2 [23]. Second, NIST has built a proof-of-concept system and tested it in two workshops. These were held in 
July 2005 (in lab testing) and in September 2005 (field demonstration in Wilson, North Carolina). The feedback 
from the first workshop was used to fine-tune the system for the second workshop. The system consisted of a 
software solution installed on laptops and a smart fire panel. Laptops were available in the fire apparatus and 
command center. The software gave a combination of static and dynamic information on two separate screens,  
an en route screen and an onsite screen. Users could navigate between the two screens. Users could also zoom 
in and out to see varying levels of details. Building information was mapped onto plans of all floors. The primary 
conclusion from these two workshops was that delivering building information to first responders is feasible and 
can significantly enhance situational awareness. However, it also unveiled a large number of challenges in 
information collection, sharing, and display. These challenges were thoroughly discussed in [9] and [13] (see 
section 5). 

 
Following these efforts, NIST went on and developed BISACS, a holistic architecture for delivering building 

information to first responders and for giving them access to certain building functionalities, e.g., HVAC and 
access control [24]. The system consists of a network of BISACS Base Servers (BBSs) and BISACS Proxy 
Servers (BPSs) to control the flow of alerts and inquiries between first responders and building automation and 
control systems. In addition, the system gives first responders access to building static information, and it offers 
user authentication and authorization services to protect building information. First responders use a 
web application to access building information through an MDT (in vehicles) a computer (in the 
command center), or a smart fire panel (on site) [25]. 

 
 
 

2 SB 30-2005 was removed from subsequent editions of NFPA 72 (2013 and 2016) based on a request from NEMA because they 
failed to reach consensus on an updated version that can reflect the many proposed changes [68]. 
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In the fall of 2008, NIST held a workshop to get feedback from all stakeholders involved in delivering building 
information to first responder using BISACS [26]. This workshop was attended by representatives form public 
safety community (state and local police, fire departments, and emergency call centers), buildings community 
(building owners, building information modeling, building automation system vendors, and fire and building codes), 
and service partners and government (GIS, radio system vendors, and central station alarm monitoring). During 
the two-day workshop, multiple stakeholders addressed different technological developments that affect the 
preparation, formatting, delivery, protection, and display of building information. 

 
 

The findings of the abovementioned workshops had inspired a consortium of entities in San Francisco to 
create the Open Floor Plan Display Project. This consortium included the Golden Gate Safety Network, California 
Emergency Management Agency – Law Enforcement Division, the San Francisco Communications MapLab 
Project, and Carnegie Mellon University. The project aimed at delivering digital building information to first 
responders using a lightweight, portable, platform-neutral, electronic display format. More specifically, an 
information repository was built for buildings in the San Francisco area. Each building was represented by multiple 
annotated and marked maps and floor plans. Initially, this project was applied to a handful of large buildings in the 
area, e.g. the University of California San Francisco Hospital. More recently, the project was applied to eighteen K- 
12 schools in Palo Alto [27] [28]. A similar project was also implemented at schools in Frisco, TX. A collaboration 
between the city’s first responders and the Information Technology (IT) department has led to the development of 
a software solution that delivers building information to first responders en route, on site, and even at the 
command center. However, unlike the Open Floor Plan Display Project, this software is anchored around sharing 
live feed of surveillance cameras [29]. 

 
In Canada, things have moved at a slower pace. In 2012, the Defense Research and Development Canada 

(DRDC) Centre for Security Science (CSS) conducted a series of interviews with representatives of the first 
responders’ community to understand the current state of this vital sector. Interviewees unanimously believed that 
current state of responder-related research in Canada is lacking and needs improvement [30]. The Canadian Tri- 
Services Emergency Management Committee holds similar believes. Representatives from the Canadian 
Association of Fire Chiefs (CAFC), the Canadian Association of Police Chiefs (CAPC), and the Paramedic Chiefs 
of Canada (PCC) formed this committee in April 2013 to champion integrated, interoperable and unified 
emergency management across the country [31]. 

 
7.2 Available Commercial Solutions 

 
7.2.1 Smart Fire Panels 

 
A smart fire panel is a term used by NIST to describe a new class of fire panels that gives first responders 

access to a wealth of information beyond conventional fire panel [25]. This information include live feed of 
surveillance cameras, floor plans, real-time elevator location, building access control, etc. Typically, these panels 
have touch screens. Currently, intelligent building solutions manufacturers and fire alarm system manufacturers 
are providing smart fire panels [32] [33]. 

 
Smart fire panels rely on building automation systems, e.g., Building Automation and Control Networks 

(BACnet), Common Alarm Protocol (CAP), in addition to some proprietary communication protocols to aggregate, 
display, and share building information. Just like conventional fire panels, smart fire panels are located near the 
entrance for easy access. The wealth of information provided by these panels can help firefighters assess 
emergencies and prepare response plans in a short period. 
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7.2.2 Citizen-Provided Information 
 

Another family of solutions is designed to delivers citizen-provided information to first responders en route. 
One particular solution allows people to create online profiles and provide any information they wish to share with 
first responders during emergencies. This can include contact information, family information, house information 
(floor plans, images, videos, etc.), secret access keys, and so on. When an emergency happens, this information 
is sent to first responders [34]. Another solution creates a database of building specific information, building 
layouts, occupancy, feeds from surveillance cameras, etc., which is populated and updated by building managers. 
This information is shared with first responders during an emergency [35]. A third solution combines emergency 
preparedness with emergency response. In addition to building information, this software solution gives first 
responders emergency response plans, suggestions, follow-ups, and training capabilities. Building information is 
categorized and mapped onto floor plans using multiple layers [36]. 

 
8 Discussion 

 
While the abovementioned research efforts and solutions have taken significant steps towards defining and 

delivering building information to emergency responders, they have been limited to public buildings, e.g., 
campuses, hospitals, schools. These buildings tend to have intelligent monitoring and control systems (using 
BACnet, CAP, or BISACS). The reason behind this is twofold. First, believing that first responders need static and 
dynamic building information with equal importance. Second, compiling all sources of information consumes a lot of 
time that can only be justified for large and public buildings. Unfortunately, such buildings represent a small 
percentage of the buildings in any municipality. The vast majority of buildings have only static information with very 
limited monitoring and control systems installed. Nonetheless, timely access to this information can save first 
responders a significant time. In fact, collecting, storing, sharing, and displaying this information is 
significantly easier than doing the same for a combination of static and dynamic information. 

Smart fire panels can provide static building information. While this can reduce the time needed to collect 
information, it does not reduce the response time because first responders can access fire panels only when they 
are on site. 

 
Solutions based on citizen-provided information can also be challenging to first responders for two reasons. 

First, there is no standard for collecting information. Therefore, different people can provide different pieces of 
information. This can overwhelm first responders and leave them with more questions than answers. Second, first 
responders can encounter problems related to data integrity as long as there are no laws to govern this 
information sharing process. 

 
Another common thing about these solutions is the use of MDTs. While first responders have used these 

computers for so many years, their limited mobility and lack of support for mobile communications challenge its long- 
term usability. Canada and the US are moving towards national public safety broadband networks for first 
responders using 4G technology. This will promote smart mobile devices (smartphones and tablets) as the key 
communications devices instead of MDTs. 

 
These solutions also suffer from scalability issues. Preparing the information of a single building, needs the 

efforts of few people over few days to merge all sorts of static and dynamic information. Hence, challenging the 
already limited resources of first responders. 

 
In summary, existing solutions and proof-of-concepts suffer from one or more of the following downsides 

 
1. Scalability issues. These solutions are only useful for large and public buildings that have monitoring and 

control systems. 
2. Information integrity issues. Building information is provided and maintained by building owners, managers, 
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and by citizens. 
3. Wasted opportunity. Delivering building information only on site. 
4. Forward incompatible. Focuses on MDTs not smart mobile devices. 
5. Access to information is pull-based. Hence, creating a common operating picture for a response team is 

challenging. 
 

9 Operational Requirements 
 

Now that we have a clear picture about the problem, the downsides of existing solutions, and the scientific 
foundations of this problem, we shall discuss the operational requirements of BTIS. 

 
9.1 Design Objective 

 
BTIS should be able to deliver static building information to first responders using smart mobile devices. All 

members of the response team should have access to the same information with minimal effort and delay. 
Information should be pushed reliably to team members regardless of their number. The solution should have 
built-in interoperability capabilities to support mixed response teams (i.e., members of different groups and from 
different municipalities). The solution should also support self- deploying first responders in major incidents. The 
solution should keep track of all information transactions. The solution should be applicable to buildings of all 
sizes. The solution should be intuitive. Information should be protected from all cyber and physical security 
threats. In addition, the solution should be forward compatible with efforts for modernizing the ICT infrastructure of 
first responders. Finally, the solution should be platform independent. 

 

9.2 Key Characteristics 
 

In addition to the characteristics that can be inferred from the previous section, a BTIS should possess the 
following characteristics 

Table 1: Key characteristics of BTIS 
 

Characteristic Description 

Data Encryption Data integrity should be protected using strong encryption 
protocols 

Storage Security Data should be saved in secure place (both physical and cyber 
security) 

Communication 
Diversity 

Data sharing should be independent of network architecture. 
Information could be shared over commercial, private, and public 
safety wireless networks 

Device Connectivity A central authority should monitor all information access. During 
an incident, this authority monitors the status of all devices that 
have access to building information 

Communication 
Reliability 

Successful reception of building information should be 
acknowledged by the smart mobile device 

Fast Delivery of 
Information 

The number of members in the response team should not delay 
access to information. In general, information should be delivered 
with minimal delay 
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Audit trail The solution maintains a full audit trail of all incident transactions 

Information Stored 
Remotely 

To protect building information, smart mobile devices should be 
granted temporary access for the duration of the incident. Hence, a 
lost or stolen device can compromise the information of a single 
incident 

 

10 Solution Roadmap 
 

Recent technological advances in wireless communications, smart mobile devices, and cloud computing, 
have dramatically changed societies and have enabled previously unthinkable capabilities, like e-learning, video 
on-demand, and social media networks. These technologies also paved the way for revolutionizing emergency 
management by enhancing the operational and functional efficiencies and effectiveness of first responders, and 
facilitating evidence-based emergency response and management. In fact, the wide spread of these technologies 
has also promoted the concept of a smart city, which is a vision of using these technologies to manage cities’ 
assets, e.g., power grids, water supplies, public safety, public transit, etc. This section studies the various trends 
and socio-economical changes that are drawing the map for the described BTIS. See Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Roadmap for BTIS 

 
10.1 Wireless Broadband Networks 

 
Over the past two decades, broadband wireless communications have become an essential part of the daily 

lives of billions of people all over the world. Wireless service providers are continuously expanding the coverage 
of their networks and upgrading to new technologies to keep up with the ever- increasing demand. Currently, 4G 
Long Term Evolution (LTE) is dominating the wireless market with a coverage of more than 90% of the world 
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population. In Canada, LTE availability reached 93% of the population, while third generation (3G) is available to 
99% of the population [37]. As a matter of fact, half of all mobile devices in the US and Canada now use LTE [38]. 
Both technologies give users considerable upload and download speeds. The nominal download and upload 
speeds of 3G and 4G are listed in Table 2 below. 

 
 

Table 2: Nominal data rates of wireless broadband communications technologies 
 

Technology Download Upload 

3G (HSPA+) 168 Mbit/s 22 Mbit/s 

4G (LTE) 300 Mbit/s 75 Mbit/s 

 
The densification of mobile users in shopping centers, campuses, arenas, and stadiums, and the concept of 

smart cities is currently shaping the future of wireless broadband networks. The fifth generation (5G) is currently 
being designed to support data rates of tens of megabits per second for tens of thousands of users. 

 
10.2 Smart Mobile Devices 

 
A smartphone is a mobile phone built on a mobile operating system, e.g., iOS, with advanced computing and 

communicating capabilities. Modern smartphones are multi-use devices that support portable media players, have 
low-end compact digital cameras, and Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation units. They also include high- 
resolution touchscreens and web browsers that can display standard and mobile-optimized web pages. 
Smartphones can be connected to a number of wireless communication technologies, e.g., mobile broadband (3G 
and 4G), Local Area Networks (LANs), e.g., Wi- Fi, and Personal Area Networks (PANs), e.g., Bluetooth. 

 
The number of smartphones in the world has been steadily growing over the past decade [38]. Currently, 

there is more than 2.6 billion smartphone subscriptions in the world, representing more than 35% of all mobile 
subscriptions. However, this ratio is much higher in developed countries. For instance, by the end of 2014, 66% of 
Canadians 18 years of age and older owned a smartphone, which represents more than 82% of all mobile 
subscriptions in the country [39]. 

 
A primary reason behind the ever-increasing number of smartphones is mobile applications. Smartphones 

often come with a number of preinstalled applications, e.g. web browsers and email clients. However, most mobile 
applications are available through distribution platforms called application stores that are operated by the owner of 
the mobile operating system. For instance, applications for Android devices can be found at Google Play while 
applications for iOS devices can be found at Apple’s App Store. Some mobile applications are available free of 
charge while others are sold. Combined, Apple’s App Store and Google Play have more than 2 million 
applications that were downloaded more than 125 billion times [40]. On average, a smartphone user spends more 
than 29 hours per month on the top five mobile applications categories, which are search engines, portals and 
social (10hr and 56 min), entertainment (10hr and 34 min), communication (3hr and 48 min), productivity and tools 
(2hr and 16min), and commerce and shopping (1hr and 33min). 

 
Despite the ever-increasing capabilities of smartphones, their primary objective remains mobile 

communications, which rather limit their size. By 2016, most smartphones had display screens of less than 5.7 
inches. Nonetheless, these relatively small displays are supplemented using pinch-to-zoom capability. Larger 
displays are often found on tablet computers. Since their inception by Apple in 2010, tablet computers (running 
Apple iOS, Google Android, or Microsoft Windows) have been widely spread in developed countries. By the end of 
2014, 49% of Canadians 18 years of age and older owned a tablet, compared to 39% in 2013 [39]. Some tablets 
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are capable of mobile communication using cellular networks, i.e., 3G and 4G, while others are limited to Wi-Fi 
and Bluetooth communications. 

The ubiquitous popularity of smart mobile devices has strongly pushed it onto enterprise market and has led 
to the wide adoption of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) policies. Currently, a significant percentage of employees 
use at least one personal device, smartphone or tablet, for work. In fact, a recent study has shown that 90% of 
Americans use their smartphones for work [41]. 

 
Realizing the importance and usefulness of smartphones, a number of cities are taking steps towards equipping 

their first responders with these capable devices. For instance, New York Police Department (NYPD) has 
equipped all its officers (36,000 officer) with smartphones and, and equipped 2,000 police vehicles with tablets 
[42]. These devices allow police officers to see incoming 9-1-1 calls, access the city’s databases, and access a 
number of sources of information, like the Domain Awareness System (DAS), which is a mobile application that 
allows police officers to access surveillance cameras across the city. Ottawa police is following suit through their 
technology roadmap that was released in May 2016 [43]. 

 
Many mobile application developers have noticed this trend and built applications specifically for first 

responders. In April 2013, the Association of Public Safety Communications Officials (APCO) launched an online 
Application Community (AppComm) as a collection of mobile applications related to public safety and emergency 
response [44]. Currently, this website includes more than 100 applications. These applications range from 
volunteer applications, like PulsePoint for cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)-trained personnel, to the 
hazardous material identification application WIZER (Wireless Information System for Emergency Responders). 
Other mobile applications have also been designed for team management. BeON is one example. This application 
brings all the features of Land Mobile Radio (LMR) communication to smartphones, in addition to geographic 
information. 

 
10.3 Cloud Computing 

 
The advancements in broadband communications and networking along with the ever-increasing 

computational capabilities of computers have stimulated wide spread of cloud computing. According to 
NIST, cloud computing is defined as [45] 

“A model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of 
configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can 
be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction” 

This model has five essential characteristics, summarized in Table 3. 
 

Table 3: Characteristics of cloud computing [45] 
 

Characteristic Definition 

On-demand self 
service 

Consumers can unilaterally provision computing capabilities, such as 
server time and network storage, as needed automatically without 
requiring human interaction with each service provider 

Broadband 
network access 

Capabilities are available over the network and accessed through 
standard mechanisms that promote use by heterogeneous thin or thick 
client platforms (e.g., mobile phones, tablets, laptops, and workstations). 
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Resource pooling The provider’s computing resources are pooled to serve multiple 
consumers using a multi-tenant model, with different physical and virtual 
resources dynamically assigned and reassigned according to consumer 
demand. There is a sense of location independence in that the customer 
generally has no control or knowledge over the exact location of the 
provided resources but may be able to specify location at a higher level of 
abstraction (e.g., country, state, or datacenter). Examples of resources 
include storage, processing, memory, and network bandwidth. 

Rapid elasticity Capabilities can be elastically provisioned and released, in some 
cases automatically, to scale rapidly outward and inward 
commensurate with demand. From the consumer’s perspective, the 
capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be unlimited and 
can be appropriated in any quantity at any time. 

Measured service Cloud systems automatically control and optimize resource use by 
leveraging a metering capability at some level of abstraction appropriate 
to the type of service (e.g., storage, processing, bandwidth, and active 
user accounts). Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and 
reported, providing transparency for both the provider and consumer of 
the utilized service. 

 

These five characteristics implied a number of interesting features for cloud computing. First, cloud computing 
leads to cost reduction because computing and storage services are used on-demand. Hence, capital expenditure 
used to build on site computing and storage capabilities is turned into operational expenditure. Second, cloud 
computing achieves device and location independence. Users can access storage and computing resources 
virtually anywhere and using any device as long as they have Internet access. Third, cloud computing applications 
are easier to maintain because they are installed on the cloud not on individual on site computers. Fourth, cloud 
computing is resilient to disasters and emergencies, e.g., power outages, because its providers build computing 
facilities with integrated redundancies and backup power supplies. 

 
A prominent cloud computing service model is Software as a Service (SaaS). This model gives customers 

the capability to use applications running on a cloud infrastructure through client devices using either, thin clients 
(mobile- or web- based applications) or through program interfaces. In this model, customers do not have control 
over the underlying cloud infrastructure (i.e., network, servers, operating systems, storage, and applications 
capabilities). However, customers typically have limited control over user-specific application configurations 
setting [45]. 

 
Cloud computing can be deployed based on different models. Private cloud, community cloud, public cloud, 

and hybrid cloud. As the names suggest, private cloud is where cloud infrastructure is provisioned and used by a 
single organization that represents one or more consumers while a community cloud is shared between consumers 
belonging to different organizations with similar concern or interest. A public cloud, e.g. Amazon Web Services 
(AWS) and Microsoft Azure, provide services to the public and it exists on the premises of the cloud provider. 
Finally, a hybrid cloud can be any combination of these three models. 

 
 

The flexibility, modularity, and cost efficiency of cloud computing have made it an attractive option for 
industries, academic institutions, public services, and governments. According to a 2016 survey of more than 
1,000 technical professionals across a broad cross-section of organizations, 95% of responders are using cloud 
computing. The vast majority of those (71%) are using a combination of public and private clouds (i.e., hybrid), while 
6% are only using private cloud and 18% are only using public clouds [46]. The Government of Canada had found 
in cloud computing a suitable solution for its aging IT infrastructure especially as the majority of this infrastructure 
has become the responsibility of Shard Services Canada. After consulting with professionals from the IT industry, 
the Government of Canada has released its Cloud Computing Adoption Strategy [47], as a subcomponent of the 
Government of Canada’s Information Technology Strategic Plan 2016-2020 [48]. In this strategy, the Government 
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states adoption of cloud services, establishing a cloud service broker, and offering public and private cloud 
services as main activities. 

 
10.4 Digital Literacy 

 
The widespread of smart mobile devices, electronic governments, and broadband wireless communications 

have led to a significant increase in digital literacy in Canada and across the globe. Digital literacy, which refers to 
the skills, knowledge, and behaviors used with digital devices, including smartphones, tablets, laptops, and 
desktops, has become a necessity for economic prosperity [49]. In the U.S., 96% of working Americans use new 
communications technologies (laptops, desktops, etc.) as part of their daily life, while 62% use the Internet as an 
integral part of their jobs. In Canada, on the other hand, the entire public sector work force use information and 

communications technologies compared to 81% in their private sector counterparts3 [50]. Moreover, by the end of 
2013, 91% of larger enterprises had a website. Recognizing that Canadians are no longer accessing the Internet 
using only traditional computers, 19% of enterprises with a website had it optimized for mobile users [51]. This 
ubiquitous spread of ICT has made digital literacy a necessity not just for professional development but also for 
social lives. By the end of 2012, Canadian spent a monthly average of 41 hours online, the second worldwide 
[52]. 

 
Digital literacy is highly dependent on demographics. Generally, digital immigrants, who adopted technology 

later in their lives, tend to be less fluent with technology than digital natives, who were born in the digital age. More 
specifically, the so-called millennials (those born between early 1980s and mid 1990s) and generation z (born 
after mid 1990s) have seamlessly adopted digital technologies as integral parts of their daily lives [53]. They use 
technology for music and video streaming, web browsing, social networking, professional networking, career 
development, and online education. These uses have been fueled by the intensive use of ICT at academic 
institutions, governments, and public and private sector employers. It has also been fueled by the widespread of 
shared economy platforms, like car sharing, ride sharing, real state sharing, etc. 

 
10.5 Smart Cities 

The year 2007 had witnessed a turning point in human history when more than 50% of the people were living in 
cities not in villages and rural areas. In 2014, this percentage grew to 54% and it is projected to reach 66% by 2050 
[54]. North America is already one of the most urbanized regions in the world with 82% of the population living in 
urban areas by the end of 2014. This continuous flux of people exerts continuous pressure on the planning, 
governance, and resource management of urban centers. In addition to climate change, aging population, 
demand for better quality of life, increased urbanization has been a driver behind the rise of the smart city vision 
[55]. A smart city is a city that leverages multiple ICT technologies to manage city’s resources, which include 
hospitals, schools, public works, emergency responders, and information systems. These technologies facilitate 
secure information sensing and gathering, processing, and decision-making. One of the most beneficiaries of this 
vision is the public safety sector. The sheer volume of aggregated data can give first responders unprecedented 
capabilities to enhance their operational efficiency and effectiveness. For instance, first responders can 
significantly reduce the number of false alarms that they respond to by leveraging multiple sources of information 
combing from smart mobile devices, smart appliances, smart meters, surveillance cameras, etc. Similarly, 
paramedics can deliver better medical services by instantaneously accessing medical records before or when they 
arrive at an emergency scene. Criminal investigations can be completed much faster when multiple sources of 
information coming from multiple technologies are used. 

 
3 This number is based data collected in 2007, before the widespread of smartphones and social media. It is likely that the ratio is 
more than 90% (compared to the U.S.’s 96%). 
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10.6 Progressive Enhancement Design Philosophy 
 

Smart mobile devices and broadband wireless communications have permeated the lives of Canadians. With 
66% of Canadians own a smartphone, 49% own a tablet, and more than 50% subscribed to broadband service, 
mobile devices have become at the heart of Internet access [37]. Similar numbers could be found in so many other 
countries where the Internet is becoming an integral part of life. Over the past two decades, software companies 
have been observing and responding to this trend by flipping their software development cycle. A software would 
typically be designed for the bigger screens of desktop and laptop computers and then gracefully degraded to fit 
the smaller screens of mobile devices. This results in a simpler form of the software being shown at the mobile 
screen. This design philosophy, inherited from the engineering world, was based on the premise that customers 
are only interested in full-fledged products. The rise of the Internet, the widespread of lean startup in business 
development and the widespread of mobile devices have replaced graceful degradation with progressive 
enhancement. Progressive enhancement is the opposite of graceful degradation. The software is built with the 
basic functionalities and features for the small screen to build the customers’ experience. Additional features are 
then added to enhance the performance [56]. 

 
11 Solution Architecture 

 
Meeting the design objectives in Section 9 by observing the technological trends discussed in Section 10 

suggests an architecture for BTIS that consists of 
 

1. A database to host buildings’ information. 
2. A web application for telecommunicators to access and share building information. 
3. A mobile application for first responders to receive building information. 
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These components are shown in Figure 3. Buildings information is hosted in a secure database. When an 
emergency happens, emergency telecommunicator pulls relevant building information from the database and 
securely sends it to the response team through the Internet. The telecommunicator can send this information 
during or after dispatching a response team. Members of this team receive the information on their smartphones 
and/or tablets before reaching the emergency location. Hence, saving valuable emergency assessment time. The 
telecommunicator will control the flow of information until the end of the response process. Once concluded, the 
smart devices will automatically delete all received information. 

Figure 3: Suggested architecture of the BTIS. Telecommunicators pull building information from a 
database and push it to the response team over wireless networks. 

11.1 Components 
 

11.1.1 Database 

The database is a repository of information about buildings within a municipality or a service area. The size 
of the database can be large or small. The content of this database is indexed based on civic address. However, it 
should also be searchable in a variety of ways, e.g., postal code, and landmark. In general, a building is 
represented using its static information as described in [12] and [22]. However, because different buildings have 
different details and different municipalities follow different best practices, the database should be structured to 
accommodate these differences. 

Naturally, building information is represented using images. This facilitates creating a common operating 
picture through mobile devices that run different operating systems. It also allows the telecommunicator to easily 
select (and deselect) information based on the nature of the ongoing emergency. This also reduces the time 
needed to prepare building information at the preplanning stage. In fact, smartphones can be used to collect 
building information. Most modern smartphones have High Definition (HD) cameras that can produce high- 
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resolution images. These are particularly suitable when pinch-to-zoom is used. 
This database has to be prepared prior to using BTIS. Currently, it is unlikely that building information is 

available in digital format. At least not for the vast majority of buildings. Old buildings have no or some building 
information only in paper format while modern buildings have digital format with varying levels of details. When 
building the database, existing paper-based floor plans and other building information can be scanned and added 
to the database. 

 
Database structure should be flexible to support single and multiple emergency response groups. To reduce 

cost, emergency response groups in a particular municipality can share a single database. In this case, the 
database should be flexible enough to support information grouping, tagging, and prioritizing. 

 
Finally, the database can be cloud-based or locally hosted. As discussed earlier, cloud-based is cheaper, 

more secure, and more resilient and robust. In either way, the database should be hosted in a highly reliable 
datacenter (preferably Tier 3 or above). 

 
11.1.2 Web Application 

 
The telecommunicator uses a remotely hosted software to access and share building information with first 

responders. This SaaS is accessed through a secure web application that can run on any computer regardless of 
the operating system. The service only needs an Internet browser (e.g. Mozilla Firefox, Google Chrome, Microsoft 
Edge, and Apple Safari) and a high-speed Internet connection. Hence, imposing no minimum requirements on the 
processing and memory capabilities of the host machines. Moreover, using SaaS facilitates the licensing and 
maintenance of the software and gives the call center an additional degree of immunity against cyberattacks. 

 
The web-application should be intuitive and easy to use and customize. Users should be able to control the 

following components, incident type, building information, and response team. Incident type can be used to access 
a subgroup of building information, hence saving valuable response time. It can also be used for audit purposes. 
Accessing building information is the primary goal of the software. The user should be able to display images in a 
number of ways ranging from a detailed list to large icons. Hence, allowing him to easily identify images based on 
details and/or names. Users should also be able to select and deselect all images in one click. Users should also 
be able to group images in different ways. For instance, a primary group can include basic building information, 
while a secondary group can give additional details that are useful during certain emergencies. 

The telecommunicator should also have access to the response team. By default, he should have access to 
all emergency responders within service area. The user should be able to identify on-duty and off-duty 
responders. He should also know the connectivity status of on-duty responders. By default, the software should not 
send information to off-duty responders. To easily access individual responders, the telecommunicator should be 
able to identify and group first responders in a variety of ways. For instance, a group named “fire station number 2” 
could be created for all members of that station. 

 
Different jurisdictions may adopt different policies using smart devices. Some may allow first responders to 

use their personal devices for work or providing them with devices for work. Other departments may mandate the 
use of department owned devices while on duty. To accommodate these differences, the telecommunicator should 
be able to reach members of the response team by name, by group, by alias, or by device name and phone 
number. 

 
 

Intuitive design should be a key feature of this web application. Information should be displayed in a uniform 
way. Labels, tags, annotations, and marks should be unified between different first responders’ groups. Moreover, 
abbreviations should be avoided wherever possible. If abbreviations are used, they should be made as clear as 
possible. Quantitative display of values shall be in the units commonly used in the country. 
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11.1.3 Mobile Application 
 

The last part of the BTIS is the mobile application. This application is installed on the smart devices of first 
responders. Intuitively, this application should be available for all popular mobile operating systems. Similar to the 
web-application, the mobile application should be intuitive and user-friendly. The primary role of this application is 
displaying images received from the telecommunicator. Hence, it has very little information to convey to the user, 
namely, the incident type, location, and the received images. Accordingly, the mobile application should not have 
any menus. 

 
Once the user logs in, the mobile application stays active in the background waiting for information from the 

telecommunicator. Receiving information should be a passive process. First responders should not take any steps 
to receive information. Nonetheless, once information is received, the application should start running on the 
foreground. 

 
The mobile application should not store any building information after the end of the emergency. Information 

will be available for mobile users as long as the incident is active, i.e., during an emergency session. Once 
response is completed, the telecommunicator terminates the session and the mobile application is commanded to 
delete all received information. This requires an Internet connection. If a smart device goes offline during a 
session, the mobile application will delete the received information once the device goes online again. 

 
 

First responders should be responsible for their devices. Access credentials are needed to access the mobile 
application. However, the push-notification nature of BTIS will create multiple ways of verifying the identity of the 
mobile user. These include physical location through vehicle Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) and voice and 
data communication needed to assign the response team. 

 
11.2 Functionality 

 
The interaction between the three components of the BTIS, the database, the web application, and the mobile 

application should be orchestrated to fulfil the objectives of BTIS while creating minimal impact to the standard 
operational procedures of first responders. To achieve this, BTIS should be based on push notifications. First 
responders en route to an incident have no time to open an application and search/pull information. The mobile 
application on their devices should wake up upon receiving incident information. The application should also be 
running on the foreground of the smartphone as long as the incident is active. 

 
The telecommunicator, on the other hand, could engage multiple first responders and add/remove people 

from an active incident with ease. Self-deploying officers should also be accommodated. Upon arriving to an 
incident scene, a self-deploying officer could report to the incident commander to be added to the incident group 
or can call dispatch and ask to be added. Even if the officer does not have the mobile application installed on his 
device, the telecommunicator can still send him the information through a URL link on an SMS. 

 
The software is designed as a SaaS. This allows a flexible number of telecommunicators to be on board. In 

large emergencies, e.g. a terrorist attack or a natural disaster, the number of dispatchers could be increased by 
moving people from other departments to handle large volumes of calls. In such a case, the software could be 
easily accessed on virtually any computer as long as temporary dispatchers are logged in using their credentials. 
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12 Functional Requirements 
 

The solution should be platform-neutral, meaning that it could run on all smartphones and tablets running 
one of the popular mobile operating systems regardless of hardware specifications. 

 
12.1 Connectivity 

 
Location information is sent to smartphones and tablets over wireless networks. BTIS should be independent of any 
commercial carrier and should be able to reach the response team over any wireless network. Most Canadian 
commercial carriers run 4G LTE networks while some are still using 3G HSPA+ technology. With a downlink data 
rate of 300Mb/s, an LTE network can deliver ten 1Mbit images in a fraction of a second. However, even if the 
network coverage is weak, an LTE network could still deliver these ten images in a few seconds. To avoid 
unnecessary delays, images sizes should be kept reasonably small. In a worst-case scenario, a cellular network 
could still deliver the information to the response team by virtue of spatial diversity. Once the team is moving, they 
will pass through varying coverage zones [57]. Hence, the message could be delivered albeit after some delay. This 
delay should be kept to a minimal level. 

 
 

Wireless connectivity is also needed through the incident lifetime. At least at the beginning and at the end. As 
was mentioned earlier, BTIS should not allow mobile devices to store any building information. To guarantee this, 
Internet connectivity is needed. Once the incident is deemed finished, the dispatcher sends a clear command that 
forces all devices to permanently delete all information related to this incident. 

In the future, first responders will be using their own public safety broadband network (PSBN). This network 
will be hardened to maintain connectivity in all circumstances. Using this network, first responders will be enjoying 
convenient and reliable connectivity. However, this network will also be shared with commercial carriers to reduce 
operating cost. In addition, first responders will be roaming into other commercial networks in areas where the 
PSBN is not available or to offload some of the traffic. In these cases, arrangements have to be made to guarantee 
continued connectivity to users. 

 
 

Wi-Fi can also be used to deliver the information. Some fire stations might have Wi-Fi connectivity. However, 
unlike wireless mobile networks, the coverage of Wi-Fi is limited to a few tens (at most a hundred) feet. In 
addition, Wi-Fi is contention-based technology with no broadcast or multicast capabilities. This means that the 
larger the number of users the smaller the chance that anyone will get the information. 
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12.2 Security 
 

Information should be secured from physical and cyber threats [58]. Physical security applies to the data 
center that hosts the database, the computer that runs the web application, and the smart mobile device that runs 
the mobile application. The datacenter should be adequately secured with access control, i.e., Tier 3 or Tier 4. By 
default, PSAPs are restricted access areas where only authorized personnel are allowed. However, 
telecommunicators should be attendant to their computers while using the web application. Similarly, first 
responders should take care of their smart mobile devices at all times. This is especially important when on-duty 
because the mobile application will not ask for access credentials to receive information. It will ask for access 
credentials only once, and that is when the user signs in. Building information should be temporarily stored at the 
mobile device. At the end of the incident session, the mobile application should permanently delete all building 
information, hence, reducing the risk of unauthorized information access even if a mobile device is compromised. 

 
Cyberattacks can happen when information is pulled from the database and pushed to the response team. To 

avoid this, all communication between the database and the telecommunicator and between the 
telecommunicator and the first responders should be encrypted and secured using Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
protocols. This is particularly important because BTIS should be able to use public and private wireless networks. 
Finally, all incident transactions should be recorded and kept for audit purposes. 

 
12.3 Battery Life 

 
Battery life and energy efficiency is one of the key attributes for successful mobile application [59]. The 

mobile application part of BTIS should be energy efficient especially that it requires low processing power. The 
mobile application will only receive information from the telecommunicator. Download consumes much smaller 
energy than upload. Nonetheless, the mobile application will be communicating with the serving base station to 
maintain connectivity. These short communication packets will be used to maintain the active status at the web 
application. 

 

12.4 Privacy 
 

Access to building information at all levels of the system should be restricted. Only registered users can 
access building information. Each registered user can access information based on his role. Each member 
interacting with the system will have credentials that give him access to a certain part of the system. 
Telecommunicators can access the web application while first responders can access the mobile application. 
However, some first responders can also be given telecommunicator privileges. All transactions for a particular 
incident are recorded in an audit trail. 

 
12.5 Scalability 

 
Scalability of the solution is a necessity. Emergency management is generally handled at the municipal level 

[60]. Hence, BTIS should be scalable at the technical level (size of database and number of users) as well as at 
the financial level. Cities of varying sizes (and budgets) should be able to use BTIS. Small cities that do not have 
their own PSAP can collaborate with neighboring municipalities to adopt BTIS. The solution should be able to 
support exceptionally large response teams (in excess of 1,000 responders) without any delay or communication 
and access problems. 
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12.6 Reliability 
 

12.6.1 Information Reliability 
 

The objective of BTIS is to deliver reliable building information to the response team in order to expedite the 
response process by reducing assessment time. This time-saving highly depends on the reliability and accuracy 
of information. This includes information collection, information storage, and information sharing. Information 
should be collected using good resolution cameras and according to the recommendations of the local first 
responders’ community. The NFPA 1620 standard for pre-incident planning constitutes the foundations of collecting 
building information. However, different cities use different dialects of this standard based on their needs. In either 
case, collected information should be meaningful to first responders and should give an accurate and 
comprehensive picture about the building. However, if for some reason  there  is  discrepancy  between  the 
stored information and the situation on the ground, then first responders will have to discard the stored  
information and act upon what they see. At the end of the incident, they should update the information or report it to 
be updated later. 

 
Information delivery should be transparent to the used wireless technology. While most Canadian carriers 

have LTE networks, the solution should be equally capable of delivering the information over any other wireless 
medium. BTIS should also be capable of delivering the information regardless of the number of people in the 
response team. LTE technology has multicast and broadcast technologies that allows the network to 
simultaneously reach a large number of devices [61]. 

 
 

Successful reception of information is expected from the mobile users. Once a mobile application 
successfully receives the information, which means that it has a wireless coverage, then an automatic 
acknowledgement should be sent to the dispatcher. This should be visible on the active incident screen. 

 
12.6.2 Personal Reliability 

 
Telecommunicators and first responders will use BTIS. However, while first responders only use the 

information, the telecommunicators are responsible for creating new incident sessions, pulling building 
information, selecting the response team, and sending the information. They will also be assisting the response 
team during the incident session by sending additional information (if available), adding new responders, and 
finally terminating the session when the response is completed. This active role might create a  bottleneck 
situation when telecommunicators cannot keep up with the demand. In this case, an incident commander (at the 
incident field or in the office) can claim the telecommunicator’s role. 

 
12.7 Interoperability 

 
Interoperability is the seamless collaboration between different first responders’ groups in the same 

municipality or across municipalities. 

 
12.7.1 Intra-Municipality interoperability 

 
Depending on the database structure, first responders’ groups can have one or multiple databases. In the 

event that there is a single database, interoperability is achieved by sending the information to all members of the 
response team. Even if other teams join the incident at a later point in time, the telecommunicator should be able 
to add them to the response team and send them the relevant information. In the case where different groups 
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have different databases, first responders could still be added to the response team. However, in this case, the 
dispatcher will be handling different emergency sessions. 

 
12.7.2 Inter-Municipality interoperability 

 
Collaboration between different municipalities that have different databases can be achieved by adding the 

visiting first responders to the response team. These can be added on individual basis. Once authenticated with 
the incident commander or local first responders, visiting responders can be given access to the information even 
without having the mobile application installed on their devices. They can be sent a URL via an SMS message. 

 
12.7.3 Self-Deploying officers 

 
In large incidents, officers from other municipalities, departments, or even off-duty responders 

voluntarily self-deploy to the incident scene. This happened in the Ottawa shootings in 2014 [62]. While 
it is clear that the cons of self-deployment overweigh the pros, which encouraged agencies to stop it, 
some responders still cannot resist the idea of helping. In this case, telecommunicators should be able 
to add these responders to the incident profile after being verified through the incident commander or 
by directly contacting dispatch. Once verified, building information will be sent to their mobile 
applications (if installed) or in a URL via an SMS. 

 
13 Support 

 
The mission-critical nature of BTIS mandates a highly reliable, always available customer support and 

software updates. 

 
13.1 Updates 

 
As was discussed earlier, BTIS runs on Internet browsers and mobile operating systems. These are regularly 

updated. BTIS should be observant to these updates and making necessary modifications to maintain 
compatibility. BTIS should also be updated to maintain high security and compatibility with new public safety 
recommendations and/or standards. 

 
Updating BTIS should be as transparent to users as possible. New features should be gradually introduced 

to avoid any possible confusion. Similarly, removing any feature should be clearly communicated to all users. 
Telecommunicators use a web application; hence, they can be unaware of recent updates. In this case, updates 
should be clearly communicated before or when the telecommunicator uses the updated version for the first time. 
On the other hand, updates to the mobile application will require user’s permission. Hence, users can be informed 
about new updates whenever they are prompted to update the application or when they use the updated version 
for the first time. In general, updates should be automatically pushed to end users with minimal disturbance to 
BTIS’s functionalities. 

 
13.2 Technical Support 

 
Access to technical support should be readily available to all BTIS users. Links to technical support should be 

easy to find, e.g., different in color than surrounding text, highlighted, and positioned for easy detection. The 
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) part of the technical support section should be comprehensive. By using 
proper FAQ groupings, users should easily realize whether the FAQ section has an answer to their inquiry. If not, 
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users should be given an easy-to-find means of communication to reach technical support. The FAQ section 
should be up-to-date with all emerging issues about BTIS. All help requests should be routed to the same place 
and should be handled by the same technical team. This guarantees consistency and assures quality of service. 
Help requests should be used to identify root problems, if any, and solve it. Finally, there should be means for 
technical support to communicate issues, problems, and vulnerabilities to users. Customer support should be 
accessible anytime, anywhere from any device. Technical response should be handled immediately [59]. 

 
14 Training 

 
Before using BTIS, formal training sessions have to be arranged for all potential users. These are 

telecommunicators and first responders. The training should include hands-on experience where trainees get to 
use the software in controlled environments. The training should also allow people to practice different positions 
so that departments diversify the skill set of their employees and ranks. The training should also expose 
employees and ranks to different circumstances and use cases, including interoperability across departments and 
across municipalities. 
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